This is a generalization of the Pearson equation; the object was to fit a distribution function, rather than a density, to data and then obtain the density by differentiation. In the special case where A(F) = F(l-F), the solution of Burr's equation is .e Burr Type XII distributions were ftlTther investigated by Hatke [6] in 1949. She presented a diagram of the moment_ ratio ncoverageY9 using the (a~~0) coordinate system due to Craig [5] . It appears that the Type XII family was not studied again until 1968~when Burr [2] and Burr and Cislak [4] examined the distributions of sample median and range.
By then the computation of moments had been siraplified by the use of electronic computers. Burr CL' 1d Cislak pointed out that the coverage is actually much greater than that claimed by Hatke. They presented .e a revised (a; p 0) diagram which also relates the coverage to that of the Pearson system. A similar chart is to be fomd in a short communication by Burr [3] .J\.
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In wllat follows k and c are taken to be positive with ck > 4.
The parametric equations for IB:l and 13 Z are: On the other hand 9 the Type XII distribution can be obtained as a smooth r1ixture of Weibull distributions 
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